
Interview with Senator Paul E. Tsongas



Senator, how do you define liberalism? What do you regard

as its enduring values?

I tried to sit down a few months ago and ask myself what are the

liberal values. We pften talk about liberal values in a kind of generic

sense, but when you actually sit down and enumerate them it becomes

very difficult. I've come to feel that there are basically five. One

is economic justice. A second is social justice. A third is political

ustice. Basically all three Èerive-from the individual and the

capacity- of that ndividual tr beNéãté d̄ fairly. In terms of political

ustice, obviously the matter of every person having the ea 1 y- to ,

vote is an enduring concern. In terms of social justice, the whole-

racial dilemma in the United States is an examule. And in the case of

economic justice, the distributive effect) of theAtãx system is an example.

The fourth valueffor~tact~of-a-bet-ter term is the environment -

the sense of the environment as a self-contained unit that requires some

affection and concern about what one does to it. The tes% what I

refer to as family of man. anppretedu That a child is dying right

now in Somalia should be of concern to us. A l__a Jesste Helms, we

shouldn't put money in for child nutrition in the United States by

taking it out of food programs for Somalia.

MRY: That's an imposing set. As you state those values, it seems

that few would not be able to identify with them. What is it that has

changed so that these values.apparently are not as mainstream as they

were, say in the 1960s?

Well, on the contrary, the conservatives would argue that they

adhere to exactly the same values. They're very much motherhood and

apple pie kinds of things. The difference comes in implementation,
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in making choices among various policies. I spoke to a group this after-

noon and used two examples". ne concerned apartheid in South Africa,

9met±e:-tyr our decision these days to maintain aprelationship with South

Africa flies in the face of all three justice criteria - economic,

political, and social. So, in that sense, yes, the conservatives

adhere to that but as a secondary issue.

The other example concerned tax policy. When yob have a tax policy

that endorses Kemp-Roth, which is in essence a tax policy or tax cut

geared to the wealthiest people, then you obviously do not consider

economic justice to be that,serious a value. So the question becomes

not do we all adhere to these values - we all do theoretcially - but

do we do it when we actually have choices to make among various policies.

MRY: Do we, then, read recent events as a retrenchment from the

primacy of these values(a"hæs=neces

Well that's the great question - whether or not we have adopted a

kind of devil-take-the-hindmost attitude. We don't know that yet.

Clearly, the avferage person has spent-s-tcrtM4iee during the lasi

decade, eMervèng-abuses-of-nur system, And when you o seve the abuses

you tend to be less sympathe c to the underlying values that you serve.

If you're in a supermarket and the person in front of you is buying

food with food stamps and you can't make it tfhough without food stamps,

you tend to become hostile to whatever system set up that food stamp

program. Now does that translate into abandonment of the value'. I

don't think so, but clearly these next four years will test that. Do

we have a socially and societally embraced notion of a real safety net,

not just David Stockman's safety net? Well we don't know that. We're

sure asthelt going to find out.



FEY: What do liberals do in the meantime? You have been, as

you called yourself, a point-man pursuing a redefinition of the liberal

a:: enda. here is your thinking now in terms of the basic substance

of that a enda?

Well I think-if thera_is_one point~that I make it woulti be that

when you put together a political approach tha·t you do it with eye

toward actaally conv1nclng people to go with you. A political philosophy

should not be a of past dogma. The problem with liberalism,

in many ways, has been its success. The key question is whether we

in essence fashion a philosophy that isgrelev nt to the 1980s and 1990s

or simply rely upon what we 'used to have.

I've used an analogy that may ,not be very-relvveTrf. Do you happen

to remember Dick Padatz?

KRY: Sure, the one-time fire-baller for the Red Sox.

There you go. He had one pitch. It was a fastball. He was very

good for a reasonable period of time. But once he lost the fastball he

was gone. Well, liberals had the New Deal/breat Society fastball and

once that began to get clobbered they had nothing else to rely gpon.

What I'm saying is that if you don't have a political platform

that is above all perceived to be workable, you will be replaced by

someone who embraces a different set of values. So above all we must

be relevpnt and realistic and within that program embrace the liberal

tradition.

Now this suggests the abandonment of some traditional liberal

programs. I'll give you an example. Anti-trust is about as much a

foundation of liberalism as anything. But in a situation where we have

not an intra- U.S. economy, but an internati lly competitive one, there



are now instances where you want cooperation among major companies.

This was once referred to as collusion. In other words, the world

environment has changed and we have to change with it. An approach
)

that worked back in the 1930s won't necessarily work today.

This kind of change, I recognize, is very difficult. I, for

example, support the decontrol of oil because I think the worl requires

that we have oil priced at its replacement cost. That's tough for a

liberal to swallow. But these kind*of changes, I think, are necessary

if we are going to succeed. Now you can put together a liberal program

that will always be a minority program and in essence become a permanent

opposition. That has no ap'peal to me.

KRY: What you are talking about is far more than some changes in

marketing or packaging. You're talking about basic shifts in some

positions that have been central to the liberal agenda.

Some of them. It's interesting. One person read the galleys of

my book and dismissed it as traditional liberalism. I was very

encoraged by th,at, because everyone else has been taking potshots at
1/

me for abandon#ng liberalism.

IfEY: Let me focus on the sphere of domestic policies and programs,

such as those in the human services area, and try to get your feeling

for how you think liberals should respond to some of the notions that

conservatives have brought to the fore these days - for instance, the

notion that government and society are suffering from structural over-

load, from a series of entitlements and expectations that government

just can't fulfill. The follow-up to this criticism is that it's time

for some fundamental re-examination of what government can do in the

first place.

I have no problem with that.



I RY: The argument, then, should be taken seriously?

I think it deserves examination. But I don't think you define

policy prior to the examination, which is what they are arguing for.

There's no question that a society that is becoming increasingly

dependent upon government for survival is a less functional society.

Government by definition is mameless, faceless, an amorphous provider

of services. It's simuly not as human scale as service provided by

private agencies.

MRY: Do you have a sense that we are alose to a danger point

in that reJard?

I guess you could ask: what is the danger point? But there clearly

are problems. Look at CETA (the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act). the public service component of CETA, the ideaf was to provide

jobs for those needing them. It became a patronage avenue for political

reasons. The average person came to realize that aÀd-that built up

a back lash. It contributed to a reactionary tide that can wipe out

everything, good and bad. So whether you're talking about a Headstart

program or a: CETA, they both get hurt. _¼peløpe you can argue, very

strongly I think, for the Headstart program. But I would not argue

for CETA.

It is important to remember that in government you never have the

same discipline as you have in the private sector. Government super-

visors don't really take it all that geriously compared to private

sector supervisors. I pangin Middlesex County (Massachuset s) on a

reform slate in 1972, and I really learned my lesson there about the idea
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of rublic money being nobody's money. There's no accountability. I

nk it's simply part of the system. You can't get away from a good

t of it because if government doesn't do it, it doesn't get done.

to believe that government is the be all and end all 1s as absurd

to think that the private sector can somehow solve all problems.

KEY: Peter Drucker said that government should do less and guide

re. How's that for a liberal credo for the 1980s?

Sounds wonderful.

KRY: I presume you feel that liberals should not be content to

expect less of government around the five areas that you talked about.

The major international competitor we have is Japan. Japan is a

classic example of governmentWI activism. And here we are in this country,

saying that the way to solve our economic problems is to get government

off our bac when the major thriving economy in the world takes just

e opuosite anuroach. The private sector has a notoråously limited

otrizon. The government is n ineff1clent. The question is

how do you mix them. Government provides a longer view; the private

actor provides the more productive environment.

MRY: How do you react to the notion that the federal government

as become too powerful at the expense of the states and that, be it in

The form of block grants or whatever, that there should be more

responsibility lodged with state government?

It½-t e ta-treÊright s , thmetie-len' s argtrment L e t ' s tak e lh e



city renewal issue. The best program addressing urban revitalization

is the Urban Development Action Grant (UDAC) program. It has federal

strings like no 6ther program in that are very weighted down with

regulation. It works because there are guidelines. CETA was the

least encumbered. So the argument that if you give it all to the local

peopleµ you'll have less abuse isn't true at all. Having served in

local government, I can tell you that the tendency of the local

government is to survive politically. To the extent that you provide

a block grant program, you increase the amount of political pressure

on decision making. I can accept the argument for less regulation,

because there is too much of a tendency 49 regulators to cover their

tails by over-regulating. But the idea that you can create efficiencies

the further down you go flies in the face of a lot of experience.

MEY: How about state government? A central part of the argument

put forth by the conserva ve s that it is not local government

but rather state government er need to put more in charge. It is

state government that is stressed in the Constitution and that is the

key to our federal system.

Well, if one believes that you can have såégy state governments that

are effective and effåcient, that's fine. But it is not the case, ik

g3ií you have great variations in abuse and corruption ln fficienc

managements½ You basically pay your money and take# your

chances when you bring it down to the state level.

MRY: Any more so than you would at the local level?



o. I would be more likely to take my chances at the state

level than the local level.

You are far more likely to have a concentration of technically

trained neople at the state level. Basically, management is what you

are looking for, management skills. And there's no evidence that there

are more management skills available at the local level or state level

than there are at the federal level. The question is, given a particular

program, what makes the most sense in terms of implementation. -¥ee-

Aa4..äièsJeMape-wsag+eswadaiaisAend-+ydee+eemmaiti+&,-Awas-

taken,awaylecause it was considered~to=be4neffielent

MDY: Another popular notion of the day is competition. Competition

it is argued, should be a more central feature in the delivery of

publicly funded services, such as health care for instance. How should

liberals view that?

Again, on its face, no one should have trouble with that. What

happens if you say - here's a hundred dollars, go out and find yourself

a proper dentist. A person takes the hundred dolla and buys himself

a fan because it is 96 degrees out. That's competition. Is that

better health care service?

So I think that the argument that the individual is better off

having the money as opposed to having those services provided cuts both

ways. In that situation, it's really one of priorities. Does the

person consider going to the dentist today as opposed to six months from

now a priority item? Do you by providing preventive health care

measures accelerate the lik ood of the person being taken care of

and in so doing will you save money down the road? People are not

preventi e oriented. They're basically crisis-oriented. All of us are.



ere's an example of the horizon problem, where government does have

ole to play.

ITY: I've touched a few of the areas that are part of the con-

vative mainstram today. Looking at the ideas that conservatives

ave put on the national agenda, what strikes you as the weakest flank -

areas that you feel warrant hard criticism?

What disturbs me the most is tRe hypocrisy of conservatives who

2e for less government spending and then support tobacco subsidies,

at kind of rhetoric suggests that what they're into is not any kind

philosophical consistency but rather simpl laying the political

ame of what brings crowds to their feet. It seems to me that the

ughest argument to deal with is the argument of those who don't need

vices arguing that we can't afford to pråvide them for those who do.

s like the person saying: let's have a voluntary Social Security

stem because I can invest enough money to get myself through. I don't

need it. But then if you have a stroke at the age of 34 and you've

at a wife and two kids, you change your mind immediately.

So we have a lack of social responsibility, not caused by anything

skye'than a sense of crisis, of economic decline. With that perspective

11 all sink together. In that situation people tend to be much more

inian in their attitudes. That's what the conservatives are basically

ing on.

MRY: I'd like to talk a little about the workings of Congress.

t seems to me that one of the byproducts of the liberal era has beent

he increased specialization and bureaucratization of the Congress itself.
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Should this be a cause of much concern? Does it, as a lot of critics

charge, make it all but impossible to expect any kind of coherent policy

leadership by Congress?

Are you talking about staff expansion?

MEY: I'm talking about the strengthening of the specialized

uarts at the expense of the more generalist parts that seek to generate

consensus. As programs have multiplied, as staffs have increased, it

sàmÈs to have become much more difficult for Congress to guide, to

steer.

That's true, but if you multiply the number of programs you have

to specialize to be conversant. We do a lot of work in our various

fields because we've got to be specialized in particular fields; in that

sense we provide leadership. The generalist on the Eill will get

obliterated by the specialist every time. So, which comes first, the

chicken or the egg? Did the breaÑ$down into specialties take place

first or did the programs come first which then required people to be

knowledgeable about them?

On the House side, I had a generalist approach. Ky staffers were

hired because they were generalists who could pick up a number of areas.

Here it's just the opposite. hired specialists in their fields.

Were much more efficient here. We're much more productive and much

more professional than we were on the House side.

MRY: In terms of the quality of the decision making in say the

Senate as a whole, then, you don't see it harmed in any way by the

weakening of the centripetal forces, such as party caucuses?
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I think the quality of the decision making in both bodies is a

reflection of the people who are elected, not the system that's been set

up.

KEY: You wouldn't, then, especially as an independent-mig d enator,

go along with the calls for much tighter party discipline.

I'm one that does not believe in struc al solutions to policy

problems. Party discipline in the 1960s called for Democrats to unite

behind Lyndon Johnson to support the war in Vietnam. What did that do

for us? Party discipline is a marvelous idea if you're part of the

majority. If you happen to be a dissenter, it's not much fun. It

depends on whose ox is being gored at a particular time.

NRY: I suppose another way of looking at this kind of thing is

to view the fragmentation of ideas and approaches in Congress as being

reflective of the tremendous diversity out there in the country as a

whole. Where does that leave you? One could argue that the fundamental

need today is for national initiatives that aim to break down some of

the divisions ió the country. I know that you've argued in the past

for a national youth service corp something I imagine that most

liberal would be opposed to.

The other day Ä European said to me: "You know, The U.S. isn't

a country. It's a continent." I thought that was a remarkable insight.

We're such a disparate group. I thought that national service would

be one way of giving young people a sense of the need for devotion to

a larger entity, in this case the nation. And I would see nothing

inherently unattractive about that for liberals.
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e tend to fly off in our ov:n sort of centrifugal ways. I've been

traveling a lot around the country and am always shocked at how different

people are in this country. You really ponder whether it's possible

for anybody to put the package together so that a reasonable majority

of 96 le march in the same direction that is positive, not simply

an4anti rection (which is easy to put together).

Y: Have you received much suuport for the youth service corps

idea?

( 
We got through the Senate last year, but $b died in the House.

Liberals are concerned that it's the back door to the draft.

MEY: Plus a more intrusive federal role over individuals than

they would be comfortable with.

The Peace Corps was a vintage liberal idea.

MPY: But your notion was for required service, wasn't it?

No, it was a voluntary thing. I was picketed once on the issue -

the first and only time I have been picketed in my life. $-was

referred to as Hitler-like.

MRY: Who did the picketing?

Some students at Brandeis.



You have described yourself as a point an.

Yes, a blunted pointhan.

Y: How do you respond to liberals who would charge that your

quest for a redefinition is basically counter-productive in that at a

time when there is a great conservative onslaught, all energies should

be out into manning the barricades so to speak and defending those

urograms that are in great peril. There's a great fear, particularly

among those working in the human services f íeld. ¥any are interested

in exploring new ideas and approaches, but when it comes to the use of

their own time they feel that the prioirity has to be given to defending

what is in place.

It's like seeiTrg2eone~who-wenuhrough -a campaign to encourage-

women kr undertak elf examination for breast cancer. I guess the

argument you jusf used is that one should not probe for unhappy

realities. ¥e i be a lot better off pretending they're not there and

going about business as usual. I think in the long term you're far

better off facing the realities that are owt'there, adjusting to the,

and coming up with a viable package than in engaging in this kind of

hopeless, almost fetal position approach in which you just pretend that

you're not having difficulties. Politicians that do -that end up un-

em plo y e d . ammiighlsommessi±:-

People argue with me -My God, youve turned your back on FDP. And I

say wel o back and read FDE's campaign rhetoric sometime. What he

said in his campaign and what he did when he got in are two entirely

different things. And the reason was he had enough sense to evolve. If



he had not evolved he would have been another Herbert Hoover. The fact

is that his cauacity to take the world as it existed and deal with it

constructively and hopefully with some innovative thinking was what

aade him what he was. To argue that in time of difficult we should

r-eêrcncn those apuroaches that uut us in the di ficu'y in the

first pÌace is unwise. I can understand why people might feel that

way, but don't argue with me that it will work.

MRY: Your speech to the Americans for Democratic Action was

about a year or so ago, wasn't it?

Yes, almost exactly.

The speech has endured rather well. Maybe I wasn't so wrong after

all. The book that I'm writing.is -basically that speech writ large.

You know it's interesting because the term ''new liberalism" comes out

of that dÚeech. I had not realizé that. In fact, I was going around

being critical of those who used the term. Then one day recently I

took a look at the speech and sure enough I saw the references to the

"new liberalism".

MRY: Do you find that in the course of the past year there has

been a greater readiness among liberals to engage in a redefinition?

Oh yes. As someone who used to be taken pillar to post, I now

get invited to expound on my views. There's a difference between

being whipped and being questioned, having experienced both.

MPY: It's not quite as lonely on the point as it was a year ago.
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hat's hannened is that the election shook liberals' confidence

adly. i:hat you have now is a unique intellectual window that can be

loited. The danger is that if Bonald Reagan begins to slide, that

dow will close. If that happens and we go back to what we used to

, . we're just going to repeat the same thing all over again.

It's a fascinating time to be around here. It will be interesting

o see how the book sells. If the book dies on the vine, that window

csed or else the book wasn't good. I think it will be one indication

how much interest there is in a redefinition of the liberal.agenda.

MRY: I would like to finish up on a more personal note. I have

eard you say that to feel good about yourself in this environment, you

have to be willing to give it all up, that you have to operate on that

sis.

That's right.

MRY: I wonder. As you gain stature, as you get closer to re-

election time, doesn't it get harder to keep that frame of mind?

1|lRur have a much...mo e4ery-ent'desire to q.ui-t-eat go back home now

than we ever did. I find that the closer I get to what I want to do,

e more other things begin to be important to me. I had dinner last

ht with another young ßenator and we spent three;{{quarters of the

e talking about how i)ice it would be to go back - him to his state

nd me to my state - and how much we both dislike Washington. If you

ould have this life in Massachusetts or for h +1se, it

ould be fine.
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K3Y: Uhat is it that's so bad about Washington?

The transitory nature of relationships - the feeling of not being

nart of it, that you're a title ne@g!BM!§5|Rb;-not a nerson. I don't

mean that in a perjorative sense, but that's just the way the company

town operates. As he said, he could go back to his hometWon and they

ould care less whether or not he was a ßÊnator. He said they always

thought he was an aberration anyway. They liked him or disliked him

for what he was.

I've met enough people around here who would be unemployable if

they were not in Congree. I just don't respect that. They're afraid

to give it all up.

EE Y : _Xoulz:e-g+vå±r:T-g Tõ~ä-b-EcT=trcur-19ægumerLJgrants2

If there were more responsibility and more authority at the state

level, people such as yourself could have positions of broad scope

serving in state legislatures. There would be more action on the home

front.

I dan+4_think government is something you should get into, serve

for yhile, go as far as you can, but not spend thår$y years at it.

MRY: That's something that you and the President agree on.

Let me see. I can quit after this term, spend a quarter of a

century in the private sector and run for President and I'll still

be younger than Ronald Reagan is now.

K2Y: That's a good note to end on.

Want 60 play softball?


